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Introduction

With respect to plasma-wall interactions, particle and en-

Figure 1: Combined force-Mach-

Langmuir probe in a magnetic

field

ergy fluxes are commonly of particular interest. Although

typical pressures in plasma experiments are four (edge layer

of fusion devices) to six (cold discharges) orders of magni-

tude smaller than atmospheric pressure, a force sensor such

as that developed by Chavers [1] shown in Fig.1, immersed

in a streaming plasma is sensitive enough to measure mo-

mentum fluxes on its target surface. In the edge layer of

fusion plasmas, the measurement of ion temperature con-

stitutes a particular problem. Although ion sensitive elec-

trical probes, developed by Katsumata [2] and Ratynskaia

et al.[3] and tested by Ezumi [4] offer advantages like a

high spatial and temporal resolution, considerable theoreti-

cal efforts [5] have to be made to interpret the measured data

correctly. These probes basing on the difference in Lamor

radii, are sensitive to strength and orientation of the mag-

netic field. Charge exchange measurements, on the other

hand, become inappropriate for ion temperatures lower than

∼100 eV and are thus unsuitable for the edge layer. As elec-

tron temperature and density can be determined by Lang-

muir probes, the missing parameter can also be obtained fromthe force sensor, which is sen-

sitive to the total pressurep = n(Ti +Te). Although this type of diagnostic will have a limited

time resolution due to mechanical inertia as compared to electrical probes, the interpretation of

data will be less questionable. Furthermore the sensor willalso be applicable to fully ionized
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plasmas, where optical methods fail.

Combined force-Mach-Langmuir probe

The arrangement of the probe is shown in Fig. 1. The force is measured by means of strain

gauges wired as a Wheatstone bridge which determines the strain in the rod onto which the

probe head is mounted. The two conducting collectors on eachside measure the ion saturation

currents just as a common Mach probe. The difference here is that voltage ramps are driven on

the collectors in order to measure the electron temperatures.Ap denotes the probe surface areas.

If Ac is the collector area the ion saturation current is

I = Ac ·nse·e·cs, (1)

wherecs =
√

(Te+γiTi)/mi is the ion sound speed andnse≈ n/2 the density at edge of the

electrostatic sheath (see below). HereAc = π(4 mm)2 andAp = π(15 mm)2.

Momentum deposition on the force sensor

The force density~F = d~F/dV is defined by the divergence of the momentum flux tensor
←→
P

~F =−∇ ·←→P , defined by Pi j = ∑
α

Pα
i j = ∑

α

∫

mα viv j fα d3v, (2)

where the sum is taken over all particle speciesα and the integral extends over all velocity

space.

Since the distribution functionsfα change significantly over the last few Debye lengths to the

surface due to the electrostatic sheath it is very difficult to determine this tensor in the immediate

vicinity of the probe surface. At the sheath edge (se), however, the situation is supposed to be

well known since the Bohm condition can be assumed. The force can then be determined by

integrating ~F over a cylindrical volume with one surfaces1 coinciding with the sheath edge and

the other lying inside the probe head. The Gaussian divergence theorem can then be applied:

~F =−
∫

∇ ·←→P d3x =−
∮ ←→

P ·d~f = ApPzz(zse)~ez (3)

such that onlys1 contributes to the integral. The distributions in Eq.3 wereassumed to be ho-

mogeneous inx andy and symmetric invx andvy directions (Pxz = Pyz = 0).

With the common definitions of densitynα , streaming velocityuα , pressurepα , temperatureTα

and the random velocity, introduced as~w =~v−~uα , the z-component of the force can be written

as

F = Ap∑
α

∫

mα (uα +wz)
2 fα (zse,vz)d

3v = Ap∑
α

(

mα nα u2
α + pα

)

se. (4)
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In the last step isotropic distributionsf α (~v−~uα ) = f α (|~v−~uα |) were assumed. Due to am-

bipolarityΓ i = Γe and quasineutralityni = ne = n, the streaming velocities of electrons and ions

are the same, so that the electron streaming term in Eq. 4 can be neglected. Neutral particles

are also neglected completely due to their small velocity with respect to the speed of sound

(nn ·u2
n = n · cs ·un << n · c2

s). Applying the Bohm condition,ui = cs, for one ion species with

Z = 1 the force on the plate becomes

F = Apn
(

mic
2
s +Te+Ti

)∣

∣

se (5)

For the case ofγi = 1 this simplyfies toF = 2Apnsemic2
s. Taking into accountnse = n/2 this

agrees with the intuitively expected resultF = Ap(pi + pe), where this time the pressure refers

to the unperturbed plasma far away form the probe.

Evaluation of probe data

If in addition to the saturation currents and the electron temperatures the forces on each

surface could be measured, it would be possible to determinealso the ion temperatures from the

ratios
(

Fj/I j
)

= 2C
√

Te, j +Ti, j , where the the labelj = 1,2 is used to distinguish the two sides

of the probe andC =
Ap
√

mi
Ace

. However, because only∆F = F1−F2 is measured by the probe, an

additional assumption is required. Here, like elsewhere, we assumeTi1 = Ti2 = Ti. Most simple

relations are then obtained forTe1 = Te2 = Te andγi = 1 leading toTi = (2C)−2(∆F/∆I)2−Te,

with ∆I = Is1− Is2. But also in the more general case,γi > 1, andTe1 6= Te2, the ion temperature

can be evaluated by solving numerically the equation

∆F = C

[

Is1
2Te1 +(γi +1)Ti√

Te1 +γiTi
− Is2

2Te2 +(γi +1)Ti√
Te2 +γiTi

]

. (6)

First experimental tests

A first test of the probe was performed at the linear plasma generator PSI-2 in Berlin. Al-

though regular discharges at PSI-2 are steady state here theplasma was turned on and off with

periods of several minutes (see Fig. 2.a). This was in particular necessary because of zero point

drifts of the strain gauges. The solid line curve shows the smoothed recorded signal while the

dotted one represents the discharge current. After 150 s theforce measurement was interrupted

in order to perform the electrical measurements shown in Fig. 2.b.

The results are presented in Tab.1. A value ofTi = 2.2±0.5 eV results from an evaluation with

γi = 3.
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2.a: Force measurement during a plasma

discharge
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2.b: Current-voltage characteristics on the

two Mach probe collectors. Notice the

stretched scale in the range−20<U < 0.

Isat1 = −48.52±0.09 mA Isat2 = −19.98±0.08 mA

Te1 = 2.7±0.2 eV Te2 = 2.5±0.2 eV

n1 = 1.75±0.09 1018m−3 n2 = 7.3±0.4 1017m−3

cs = 4900±300 m s−1 u = 1700±100 m s−1

∆F = 1.23±0.08 mN Ti|γi=3 = 2.2±0.5 eV

Table 1: Quantities measured by the combined force Mach Langmuir probe

Summary

For the first time momentum flux, ion saturation currents and electron temperature were de-

termined simultaneously by means of a combined force-Mach-Langmuir probe. TheTi value

obtained (2.2± 0.5 eV) forγi = 3 is in reasonable agreement with the empirical ruleTi ≈ 2/3Te

found in PSI-2. If isothermal ions would be assumed (γi = 1) the ion temperature would be

almost equal toTe. Further investigations will be needed to test the method over a broader range

of parameters.
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